Sunday, December 28, 2014

11:26 AM

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!

Greg's YouTube Video reposted
12-28-14 Inspiring Eyes... "Big Eyes" Brain of Marilyn Monroe
My Whispering Angel is "To Cute to Say No" to putting her
name on Gregs Inventions. Letting Greg put her name Mary
on my web page here as we both are Married to SHARE the
1984 trillions $777 Trillion in Gas Station Hold Up Money.
She would if she could sucker punch 72 Virgins in Heaven...
as these virgins are the motive behind getting $777 Trillion
by holding up USA gas stations and thanking the Pentagon
God for suppressing the ElectricWindmillFord Escort!
Inspirational Eyes of Mary... Secret about the "Ordinary
Yellow Jeep" she told me I will keep secret!
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Shower with you in money... Big Eyes Movie $
12-28-14 The Intimidation Game code breakers hired to
break is the "Inability to Memorize every Web page" give or
take a few!!! Trillion dollar Invention Project or just an iApp
for someone at the CIA looking for money, grin. Better
Memory to get ahead at the CIA. Mic you can leave anywhere
you want to listen in must be on the shelf at the CIA. Can
anyone make some extra money selling these and save her
life. Remember Mary Kennedy... 100's of Mary's will be
tortured to commit suicide in 2015! He sleeps with a gun
under his pillow so anything overheard that tells her to
make a run for it would help save her life. Recorded cells
calls by a Kennedy to buy a Judge... Homeland Security
should be in every living room... did they watch Mary hang
herself in the Kennedy Barn... until the coup will need a mic
you can stick here and there and listen in on your iPhone6
Plus. Dexterity of the Agency. Invention Dexterity iApps. NYPD
too. 007 NYPD after the MD Wifes Coup.

12-28-14 NY Times Sunday NYPD blue over 2 cops shot to
death this cause's Greg a lot of Suspicion... NYPD Fiery Cop
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death this cause's Greg a lot of Suspicion... NYPD Fiery Cop
Cars All Burnt Out Parade Down 5th Avenue is what I was
expecting decades ago... what happened? Perplexing Fiery
Car Crash's and no arrest at the NY Times or BP Oil?
Alternative to fiery gasoline is simple as a windmill car.
State of the Arts since 1980 is off the charts on how much
electricity you can generate!
12-28-14 The Intimidation Game code breakers hired to
break... "The Retro Cars Of Cuba Will Soon Be Gone"
Benjamin Zhang... SMOG in China will Soon Be Gone. Lot
quicker than Castro's Feud. "Time travel with Cuba's cars"
Peter Valdes-Dapena. Mecca + Allah thanking the Pentagon
God for suppressing the ElectricWindmillFord Escort since
1980! THANK YOU UNKNOWN GENERALS... unknown Soldiers
Tome will get this one next to it after the MD Wives Coup.
Stage 4 BC Memorial at Arlington too!

12-28-14 The Intimidation Game code breakers hired to
break... Domestic Violence. Put Homeland Security Cameras
in the living room... with speakers + Mic. FLAGSTAFF, Ariz.
(AP) - A 24-year-old police officer died after being shot by a
domestic violence suspect who then killed himself Saturday
afternoon in Arizona. World Wide there must have been
TRILLIONS of Domestic Shootings! InventSomething
inventors have to put a STOP to this in 2015 as mostly women
are shot in cold blood. Hundreds trapped as ferry burns in
seas off Greece... Trillions burn in the USA trapped by 1984 II
Numb Nuts Dictators!
12-28-14 The Intimidation Game code breakers hired to
break... stimulus caused by Mary entering a room, every
brain lights up looking at Gods best invention. Now she
brings Angels into the Universe. Could God really need
Angels? Food for thought if you are trying to break the code
for Time + Gravity.
12-28-14 The Intimidation Game code breakers hired to
break... TB

12-28-14 The Intimidation Game code breakers hired to
break... A recent research is suggesting that men who desire
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break... A recent research is suggesting that men who desire
to remain looking strong and fit as they age need to also get
involved in some weight training, apart from just engaging
in aerobic and jogging exercises... Key west 1984 II Numb
Nuts will not let me join the "Island Gym" on White Street
next to Faustos because I would take to many showers there
seeing I'm living in my car and the City of Key West Dock
masters refuse to sell me a shower at the Bight Marina at
Palm + Roosevelt. First thing when the 1984 II Numb Nuts
make contact, is do 400 sit up on a real sit up designed
bench. I can loose 2" inches off my waste in 2 weeks of 400 sit
ups a day... 50 at a time. Dumb Bells resting up for the next
50. I can't Wait... on second thoughts Mary will come first,
grin. How long has it been. I meet Teddy Kenney in 1979. She
told me I should not have told her this as it gives her the
advantage! Women!

12-28-14 The Intimidation Game code breakers hired to
break... "Key West Time" 100's of kids were left in hot cars to
die a tortured death in the summers from 1980 to 2014
suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar which would be climate
controlled 24/7 so today the Key West Crime Report is... KEY
WEST -- A woman accused of leaving a 3-year-old in a
locked car with the windows up on Duval Street was arrested
last week, according to Key West police. Felicia Koehldorfer,
28.
12-28-14 The Intimidation Game code breakers hired to
break...
12-28-14 The Intimidation Game code breakers hired to
break...
12-27-14 Mary is God's Whispering Angel Wine for Sober Men
After $777 Trillion Dollars from the gas station robbers.
12-27-14 Trillion dollars for her "Breast" no Joan Rivers face
lift or Rx to look 35 at 70 years old.
12-27-14 Mary has been to Paris, I know nothing of its day to
day goings on in the streets of Paris Today.
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12-27-14 Eiffel Tower with my Whispering Angel then off the
Pasteur Super Computer. Married Minds after a code to break
and how in Hell do we spend a Trillion dollars in Paris
entering Code into Pasteur Super Computer... 24/7.
12-27-14 Inspiring Eyes... "Big Eyes" Brain of Marilyn Monroe
My Whispering Angel is "To Cute to Say No" to putting her
name on Gregs Inventions. Letting Greg put her name Mary
on my web page here as we both are Married to the 1984
trillions $777 Trillion in Gas Station Hold Up Money. Trillion
in Cash I surprise her at the Hotel Bar shower her with the
cash... she would not get out of the Hotel Bar alive if I
stacked 100's into a Sand Castle on the bar next to her
Whispering Angel Wine. Sober her up but I must be discrete.
We are the only one's in Key West buying $777 Trillion dollar
lottery tickets. No Divorce, just God's Angles if we are killed by
the CIA, though more likely BP Oil on orders from Queen
Elizabeth, grin. "Big Eyes" the Movie then the "Red Couch"
Wine-O we have to sober up to what it will mean to God to go
after the Rx Cure for Stage 4 BC + decode TB, STOP gas
station hold ups guys who sucker punched Mary and left a
scar for life in her MRI + Lip. Especially when gas stations are
Art Museums Paintings as none should exist in Reality.
Reality of getting Married to Mary is A+ today! I must Thank
God + 1984 II audience, grin. This is a Secret don't tell Mary
until I get a Trillion in Cash to build her the most impressive
winnings a Husband can bring home to the wife at the Hotel
Bar!!

12-27-14 Yes she can see Greg and the fuel I require to be
inspired, in pink, here she comes down 39 Steps... timing is
perfect!
12-27-14 Yes she can see Greg and the fuel I require to be
inspired, in pink, here she comes down 39 Steps... Secretly
fueling the Gravity of Stage 4 Cure + Gravity Engine
invention. God's Woman!
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12-27-14 Yes she can see Greg and the fuel I require to be
inspired, in pink, here she comes down 39 Steps... New York
Times Front Page Today... "After Scrutiny, C.I.A. Mandate Is
Untouched" By MARK MAZZETTI. Mandate for the Stage 4 BC
Cure is secretly mandated by 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat. Women
are touchy about being married to "War Crimes Generals"
and only code breaking they are UP For is Super Bowl Cheers
when she is the NEW Fuel of Inspiration. God's Woman in
charge of code breaking Projects for Women sucker punched
at the gas station hold up that got $777 Trillion for the CIA,
now for Stage 4, Gravity, H @ -254 C, Dash + Living Room
Cams given to Homeland Security in secret. 9/11 LEAK how to
Leak the ElectricWindmillFord Escort 1980 model, break this
code like in the Movie "The Intimidation Game" $777
Trillion! "Hunger Games" and "MockingJay Part 1" Game of
"52 Pick Up" replaces the Moslem Mens game of 72 Virgins in
Heaven for killing you. Game of "52 Pick Up" includes
breaking the code that can see Aliens Comings and going
and the iPhone007 Spy will over hear their conversations.
Which will be about 1,001 Invention Projects they are
working on. All being recorded on a YouTube Video like "The
Intimidation Game" recorded the "GotYa!!" Nanosecond
moment of a Stage 4 Cure!!
12-27-14 Tesla is a PENTAGON OWNED ELECTRIC CAR
COMPANY!! "Total" is a French Owned African Oil Company!!
Hemingway House Writing Class will write millions of Novels
about this futuristic iPhone007 Spy iapps!

Miami gas station hold up in 2000. 1980 was the Godsent
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Miami gas station hold up in 2000. 1980 was the Godsent
ElectricWindmillFord Escort!
12-27-14 Yes she can see Greg and the fuel I require to be
inspired, in pink, here she comes down 39 Steps... when she
replaces the Super Bowl fuel will be via God's Women!
12-27-14 Yes she can see Greg and the fuel I require to be
inspired, in pink, here she comes down 39 Steps... Key West
Citizen Newspaper front page today. FBI informant arrested
in Key West named Childs! Children of real FBI Agents have
burned to death in fiery Car Crash's since the 1980 Model
ElectricWindmillFord Escort. Many FBI Agents have fallen
asleep at the wheel driving and others can not work on this
iApp invention Project at the FBI. As for Laser Guided Cars +
Trucks... Children of the FBI will see 100 Nukes going off in
India. All Model 2014 Nukes built by Pakistan paid for by the
Pentagon. Call a cop... arrest Queen Elizabeth for making
Pedophiles Legal too. TB in London code breakers wanted.

12-27-14 Yes she can see Greg and the fuel I require to be
inspired, in pink, here she comes down 39 Steps... Why We Still
Need Astronauts when NASA HQ was Nuked by the Pentagon
Oil Men. Send then to Yale Medical School until NASA is up
and running. They can use the education to brainstorm
other non medical inventions after the coup.
12-27-14 Yes she can see Greg and the fuel I require to be
inspired, in pink, here she comes down 39 Steps... New York
Daily News Today... A 51-year-old woman waiting for a bus
in the Bronx early on Christmas morning was punched in
the face by a man who then dragged her to a secluded area
and raped her, police sources said. NY Times gas station hold
ups on Christmas Day didn't make it in the Paper Today!
Women Sucker Punched at NY Gas Stations never make the
front page of any NYC Papers or News. Stage 4 Cure, Stag 5
cure is rape + assaults world wide.

12-27-14 Yes she can see Greg and the fuel I require to be
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12-27-14 Yes she can see Greg and the fuel I require to be
inspired, in pink, here she comes down 39 Steps... A woman
was arrested Christmas Eve for allegedly setting another
woman on fire in a dispute over a man, officials said.
Jackson Fire Department Chief Investigator Greg Travis said
Tomeika Sullivan, 40, was picked up Wednesday night
around 6 p.m. after police received a tip on her whereabouts.
Investigators believe Sullivan set Flecia Wilcher on fire
earlier this week while she slept under a bridge. Both women
are without permanent address, Travis said, and
investigators believe that there was some kind of ongoing
feud over a man. "Bridge of the God's" These 2 women should
have been seeing a man's "Inspiration" on Fire!

12-27-14 Yes she can see Greg and the fuel I require to be
inspired, in pink, here she comes down 39 Steps...
12-27-14 Yes she can see Greg and the fuel I require to be
inspired, in pink, here she comes down 39 Steps...
12-27-14 Yes she can see Greg and the fuel I require to be
inspired, in pink, here she comes down 39 Steps...
12-27-14 Yes she can see Greg and the fuel I require to be
inspired, in pink, here she comes down 39 Steps...

12-26-14 Climax Christmas Night... Mary talked to God. Mary
is expecting her first drivers license @ 67 years old and her
third incarnation, DRIVING FASTER Harder in the role of
Goddess of Inspiration for Stage 4 BC... is her life worth
saving... can Mary really inspire Greg to get the Godsent
Stage 4 Cure like the Code Breakers did in the movie today...
Yes!! Talk to God again Mary.
12-26-14 Climax Christmas Night... Mary talked to God. God
talked to the Pope about BREAST CANCER... VATICAN CITY
(AP) - The Vatican has arrested the Femen activist who on
Christmas Day bared her chest and snatched the statue of
Baby Jesus in the life-size Nativity scene in the center of St.
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Baby Jesus in the life-size Nativity scene in the center of St.
Peter's Square, a spokesman said Friday, emphasizing "Stage
4" Movie will not be at any Catholic Medical School or Movie
Theater.

12-26-14 Climax Christmas Night... Five people in the Buick
and three of them burned to death. The car was fully
engulfed in flames when authorities arrived on the scene.
The crash happened about 1:30 a.m. Friday in Fair Oaks,
which is northeast of Sacramento on the north bank of the
American River. CHP officials say 26-year-old David Mazur
was driving his 2003 Subaru Outback north on San Juan
Avenue when a 1992 Buick LeSabre driving south veered over
the centerline and hit his car head on. Mazur is in serious
condition. Tests showed he was not under the influence of
alcohol when the crash occurred. Speeding? Distracted
driver would have been recorded on the dash cam. Laser
Guidance on cars has been suppressed along with the
ElectricWindmill Buicks! A War Crime Against Americans.
You know 3 Cops burned to death in Paris, Rome, Moscow,
London on Christmas Day too. Endless War Crimes... Code
Breakers playing at the Tropic Cinema in Key West got in
today. Good Brainstorming technique movie, shows you how
to get a invention once you have a list of 1,001 inventions.
This should get Bill + Melinda shot for crimes against
Humanity as I can point out that refusing to pre-load 1,001
invention Projects in the Win 8.2 fix and Win 10 PC users lost
ALL Chance of getting one of the 1,001 Invention Projects.
Bill + Melinda celebrated Christmas in Mecca... grin.

12-26-14 Climax Christmas Night...
12-26-14 Climax Christmas Night... picking up a "head" in
front of the house is a front page "War Story" NY Times Today.
Centuries of picking up "Heads". War Novels on the best seller
list are all picked and edited by the Pentagon just like Sony
makes movies for the Pentagon. Tesla is a PENTAGON OWNED
ELECTRIC CAR COMPANY!! NASA's was hit by a suicide bomber
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ELECTRIC CAR COMPANY!! NASA's was hit by a suicide bomber
from the Pentagon Joint Chiefs of Staff... Really! "Star Wars
Movie" and real Star Travel would kill the Pentagon. 9/11
rocketed the Pentagon into spending most of the $777
Trillion in $4 gas on JFK Super Carriers instead of Super
Shuttle Trains and Hubble Space Telescope Trains. Tesla set
to upgrade range of original Roadster to 400 miles... Tesla
Motors is about increase the range of the Tesla Roadster by
nearly two-thirds, three years after it stopped making its first
model.
12-26-14 Tesla is a PENTAGON OWNED ELECTRIC CAR
COMPANY!! "Total" is a French Owned African Oil Company!!
Hemingway House Writing Class will write millions of Novels
about this futuristic iPhone007 Spy iapps!

Miami gas station hold up in 2000. 1980 was the Godsent
ElectricWindmillFord Escort!
12-26-14 Movie "Stage 4 BC" was not produced by Jolie, Why?
Climax Christmas Night... Angelina Jolie directs and
produces Unbroken, an epic drama that follows the
incredible life of Olympian and war hero.

12-26-14 Climax Christmas Night... Fyodor's Passion
Climaxed in 1871. He quit gambling, drinking I don't know.
I know he would have written his last climax of Novels
different if he was sober at the end of his life. The Gambler is
a short novel by Fyodor Dostoyevsky about a young tutor in
the employment of a formerly wealthy Russian general. The
novella reflects Dostoyevsky's own addiction to roulette,
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novella reflects Dostoyevsky's own addiction to roulette,
which was in more ways than one the inspiration for the
book: Dostoyevsky completed the novella under a strict
deadline to pay off gambling debts. Pentagon Generals in
2014 wasted Stage 4 money on gambling and young tutors
in the employment of Generals. A War Crime if you ask any
Stage 4 women!!

12-26-14 Climax Christmas Night... picking up a Wife with
White-Gray hair full of Goddess Curls walking down 39 Steps
from the Eiffel Tower not the Little Room Jazz Bar on Duval
sober enough to brain storm 39 Catalyst Hormones for Stage
4 BC as our Climax Christmas Night. Looking in the windows
of the Wine-O I see a invention project to Brainstorm and
"Group Sex."
12-26-14 Climax when they make "Contact in our 1984 II
Society" 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!! Live like in Hunger Games I
hope...
Hemingway House Writing Class will write millions of Novels
about this futuristic iPhone007 Spy iapps!

Miami gas station hold up in 2000. 1980 was the Godsent
ElectricWindmillFord Escort!
12-26-14 Climax Christmas Night... picking up a "head," Greg
dreaming of her gray-white Goddess hairstyle blowing in the
wind walking down 39 Steps sober enough to pick up on the
52 Pick up Game we will invent of the 52 Nearest Stars that
never make the front page of the NY Times as a "War Story"
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never make the front page of the NY Times as a "War Story"
centuries old. 52 Nearest Stars to travel to by NASA... no way!
Hell no we won't go. NASA sold its SOUL for $777 Trillion in
Orlando Tickets for thrill rides instead of the Super Shuttle
Trains. Sony Movies for NASA are void... of a Climax. 007
Bond in London can look forward to the iPhone007 Spy.
Gravity Engine was rejected by Sony London Studios of Bond
Movies. Are Psychopaths Born, no they are brain washed by
Sony Movies. Stage 4 Movie by Reese will be the "Game
Changer" if this movie is made and the book is not killed by
the Pentagon.

12-26-14 Climax Christmas Night... picking up a "head," Greg
dreaming of getting ahead of my 1984 II numb Nuts
Dictators torture of women by their Commanding Officers...
West Point not Yale Medical School "Men". Are Psychopaths
Born, no they are brain washed by Sony Movies. Stage 4
Movie comments by our 1984 II School Masters. Master
Builders of West Point Schooling even have one in Key West
that teaches giving $777 Trillion to Mecca, Allah is not a
bad military strategy.

12-26-14 Climax Christmas Night... picking up a "head,"
12-26-14 Climax Christmas Night... picking up a "head,"
"Unbroken" Stage 4 BC and... Synopsis Academy Award®
winner Angelina Jolie directs and produces Unbroken, an
epic drama that follows the incredible life of Olympian and
war hero Louis “Louie” Zamperini (Jack O’Connell) who,
along with two other crewmen, survived in a raft for 47 days
after a near-fatal plane crash in WWII—only to be caught by
the Japanese Navy and sent to a prisoner-of-war camp.
12-26-14 Climax Christmas Night... picking up a "head,"
12-26-14 Climax Christmas Night... picking up a "head,"
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12-25-14 God Entwining Mary's fingers with Gregs for
Godsent Stage 4 in our 1984 II Society... Gift from our 1984 II
Numb Nuts Dictators... a women with Sage 4 BC Today. Mary,
talk to God. Ask him to call our Numb Nuts Dictators Today...
Love Greg Christmas Day 201
12-25-14 God Entwining Mary's fingers with Gregs for
Godsent Stage 4 in our 1984 II Society... Movie that
Brainstorms just the right "Windmills" for Greg + Mary to get
a Miracle Godsent Cure 2015 Christmas! "The Interview"
Movie is at 2 pm Today at the Key West Tropic Cinema. "Stage
4 Interview" was lost via the Vietnam War. Korean War is the
100 year French British War. How did it end? Greg + Mary
Broke the Code. Quarks spinning out of control out of control
might be the Godsend that Cures Stage 4. Quarks spinning
out of Control would have been a very bad invention by God.
Imagine in your brain circuits Inventing Quarks! Eve is
made of how many spinning quarks... British
mathematicians got a F on this test question! Gluon is a
force field like gravity and holds the quarks and atoms
together, it has been given a F grade as unimportant in
Talking to God. Yes Mary will Talk to God Today, Greg... it's
up to 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators at HQ. The Stage 4
Interview at the KW Tropic Cinema no Show Time, 2015
Christmas Day?
Hemingway House Writing Class will write millions of Novels
about this futuristic iPhone007 Spy iapps!
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Miami gas station hold up in 2000. 1980 was the Godsent
ElectricWindmillFord Escort!
12-25-14 God Entwining Mary's fingers with Gregs for
Godsent Stage 4 in our 1984 II Society... The Imitation Game
is a 2014 British-American historical thriller film about
British mathematician, logician, cryptanalyst and
pioneering computer scientist Alan Turing, a key figure in
cracking Nazi Germany's Enigma code that helped the Allies
win the Second World War. iPhone007 Spy call from him
would pop up the Syphilis, STD, Kids he had sex and gave a
STD. Back then he would have been shot on the spot. Today
our 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators want to make "Pedophiles"
legal... Vietnam Vet Psychopaths at City Hall Key West + 1984
II HQ had better stifle Apple's iPhone007 Spy!! Fiery Cop Car
Crash's on Christmas Day are not Orwellian News.

12-25-14 God Entwining Mary's fingers with Gregs for
Godsent Stage 4 in our 1984 II Society... Stage 4 Code
Breakers... UN Member Nations, German armed forces of the
time: numerous branches and institutions maintained their
own cryptographic departments, working on their own
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own cryptographic departments, working on their own
without collaboration or sharing results with equivalent
units. This led to duplicated effort, to a fragmentation of
potential, and to lower efficiency than might have been
achieved. UN Member Nations, drop bombs on Syria Today
against ISIS. The only reason ISIS exist is the Pentagon gave
Mecca $777 Trillion in $4 gas money.
12-25-14 God Entwining Mary's fingers with Gregs for
Godsent Stage 4 in our 1984 II Society... Queen Elizabeth
Christmas 1980 intelligence memo on the
ElectricWindmillCar that would End the Saudia Arabia
World Wide Oil Embargo. Then END the Breast Cancer War,
she didn't have the idea to put Greg to work to cure Breast
Cancer in London in 1981. Assessment is that decryption of
German ciphers advanced the end of the European war by
two years. Winston Churchill told the United Kingdom's King
George VI after World War II: "It was thanks to Ultra that we
won the war." Thanks to the ElectricWindmillCar invention
in 1980 Queen Elizabeth told the USA 1984 II Numb Nuts
Dictators we won the War on Breast Cancer! God Save the
Queen a Place in Hell for 4 Trillion Years.
12-25-14 God Entwining Mary's fingers with Gregs for
Godsent Stage 4 in our 1984 II Society... Pope Francis
ordered the Vatican Bank to count his $777 Trillion on
Christmas Day 2014.
12-25-14 God Entwining Mary's fingers with Gregs for
Godsent Stage 4 in our 1984 II Society... "Unbroken" Movie is
the "Unbroken" suppression of the ElectricWindmillFord
Escort 2015... New York Times - Angelina Jolie opens
“Unbroken” with a shot of a celestial blue sky that soon
darkens with a battle scene so tense and fluidly
choreographed that you quickly sense that, as a director, she
leans closer to hell than heaven. Yes Angelina Jolie has know
about and refused to LEAK the ElectricWindmillFord Escort
2015.
12-25-14 God Entwining Mary's fingers with Gregs for
Godsent Stage 4 in our 1984 II Society...
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From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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